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Reviewers: September 2019 CBMR Book Reviews

Book Review

30-Minute Chemistry
Projects
Author

Anna Leigh

Reviewer

Erica Sonzogni

Rating

Dependable

Level

Primary, Intermediate

Pages
31

Year
2019

ISBN

9781541557116

This how-to book explains what chemistry is and why safety is
important, and then gives step-by-step directions for eleven
different projects. One project directs readers to make Magic
Dough with just eight basic materials and six simple directions.
With each project, there is a “Science Takeaway,” which includes
information about the chemistry behind it. At the end, the book
includes a glossary with science terms, a QR code where children
can find additional chemistry projects, and a list of websites for
more science information.
While this book works to make chemistry fun through the
completion of projects, it is somewhat of a disappointment
since many of the projects are ones that readers have already
heard of or completed in school or at home. Also, some of the
projects require materials that would be difficult to obtain, like
granular, activated carbon or an ultraviolet black light. However,
what makes this book interesting is that it points out the science
present in every activity. For example, in the project called Candy
Rainbow, children will watch the color withdraw from Skittles
onto a plate to make a rainbow effect. Children learn that due to
the high and low concentration of molecules, the dye will spread
faster or slower toward the center.

Publisher

Lerner Publications

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2019
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Book Review

30-Minute Edible
Science Projects
Author

Anna Leigh

Illustrator
Reviewer

Deborah Le Starge

Rating
Excellent

Level

Primary, Intermediate

Learn why science can taste good in this book that covers edible
science projects. Experiments include making marshmallows,
ice cream, soda, and butter. Readers will also explore how
temperature can affect candy and can taste test different
solutions of water, sugar, and, vinegar. Eager readers may even
want to try making their own sugar glass.
This book is well written with simple but clear directions and
pictures for each step. Included are questions that get the reader
to start thinking more like a scientist and sections that explain
the science behind each experiment. A glossary and QR code
are also included that can provide the reader with even more
edible science projects. Each aspect makes this is a great book
for younger children to use to learn how to follow directions in
a scientific way, how to make predictions, and how to make
discoveries about the world around them.

Pages
32

Year
2019

ISBN

9781541557123

Publisher

Lerner Publishing Group,
Inc.

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol40/iss9/1
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Book Review

A Dog With Nice Ears
Author

Lauren Child

Reviewer

Ashley McKenzie

Rating

Outstanding

Level

Preschool, Primary

Pages
32

Year
2018

Lola wants a dog more than anything. But her parents are firm:
absolutely no dogs. Regardless, Lola and her brother Charlie
discuss what kind of dog they would get and what to name it.
Lola wants a brown dog with a puffy tail, nice ears, a wiggly nose,
and a waggy tail, who is able to hop and not bark too much. She
plans to name him Snowpuff. Then, when their parents agree to
another kind of pet, Charlie is not too surprised to see Lola return
home with just the animal she envisioned.
This story has a great twist that shows that sometimes what you
want might be something entirely different. As Lola describes
her dream dog, children will be amused and then surprised
as they find that she was also describing her dream rabbit.
The illustrations are filled with different textures, patterns, and
mismatched styles that make the children and their imaginings
stand out. The text curls around the pictures and jumps off the
page, drawing you even deeper into the story and the illustrations.
This is a charming book for all animal-loving children, especially
for a time when a pet might be added to the family.

ISBN

9781536200362

Publisher
Candlewick

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2019
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Book Review

A Green Place to Be:
The Creation of
Central Park
Author

Ashley Benham Yazdani

Illustrator

Ashley Benham Yazdani

Reviewer

Maryn Wheeler

Rating
Excellent

Level

Primary, Intermediate

Pages
38

Year
2019

ISBN

9780763696955

Publisher

New York City’s Central Park was just a dream in 1858. The city
was growing quickly and the people needed a green place to be.
Calvert Vaux and Frederick Law Olmstead teamed up to share
their vision in a park design contest. Their 10 foot long drawing
submission won, and they set right to work. The park opened
in sections, starting with ice skating on the lake in the winter of
1858. Much more came to life over the next 14 years, including
The Ramble and a children’s district. Calvert worked on the
thirty-four unique arches and bridges, while Frederick designed
the landscape with artful plant shades and sizes. Central Park
was the first large public park in America when it was finished in
1872, and stands as the city’s jewel today.
This delightful history of Central Park in New York City is bursting
with interesting information. The author provides details about
the contest, the building process, and the opening days. The
full-page illustrations beautifully capture the story line in pencil
and watercolor. This colorful picture book includes pictures and
names for each of the original arches and bridges as well as
information about collaborating with the artists of the pagodas
and statues. The back section contains short biographies for
Calvert Vaux and Frederick Law Olmstead, a list of architectural
changes that have been made to the park, a small history of
the land before the park, an author’s note, and a bibliography.
Central Park’s remarkable history began as a collaborative idea
and remains a beautiful treasure for city dwellers and tourists
alike for over 100 years.

Candlewick Press

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol40/iss9/1
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Book Review

A New Home
Author

Tania de Regil

Illustrator
Tania de Regil

Reviewer
Carly Atchley

Rating

Outstanding

Level

Preschool

Pages
32

Moving is scary, but moving to a new country is even more so.
As a young boy moves from New York to Mexico City, and as a
young girl moves from Mexico City to New York, they ask lots
of questions. What if they don’t have the same foods, or the
same sports teams to cheer for? Where do the students go for
field trips? What if there is nowhere to play? But soon, both
children realize that each city has its own unique opportunities
and adventures that will help them love the food, culture, and
experiences their new homes provide.
Colorful, full-page illustrations simply and beautifully describe a
phenomenon that many children experience. Including children
from two different cities and cultures allows Regil’s story to be
applied in numerous situations. The book’s simplicity makes
it specifically useful to help even younger children process the
many feelings and questions that come with moving. Additionally,
the author includes information at the end of the book describing
each of the famous landmarks and cultural references illustrated
for both New York City and Mexico City. A Spanish version of the
book (Un Nuevo Hogar) is also available.

Year
2019

ISBN

9781536201932

Publisher

Candlewick Press

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2019
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Book Review

A Rainy Day with
Hedgehog and Rabbit
Author

Pablo Albo

Illustrator
Gómez

Reviewer

Lindsey Smith

Rating

Dependable

Level

Who’s throwing water at Hedgehog and Rabbit? Having never
encountered rain before, Rabbit is offended and Hedgehog is
tickled when they mysteriously start to get wet. The two friends
go on a quest to find the culprit. After questioning a forgetful hen
and three wise owls, they settle down in a hollow log to wait until
blue sky returns in the morning.
Pablo Albo’s story of two innocent friends experiencing rain for
the first time will appeal to young children, who will be able to
relate to the wonder of discovering their world. Children will also
enjoy the chance to be the authority on this common weather
pattern they have already experienced. The format which bounces
back and forth between narration and speech bubbles lends itself
to being a mentor text, helping teachers segue their instruction
into the art of writing and illustrating in various formats.

Toddler, Preschool,
Primary

Pages
28

Year
2018

ISBN

9788494655197

Publisher
NubeOcho

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol40/iss9/1
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Book Review

A Room Away From
The Wolves
Author

Nova Ren Suma

Reviewer

Karen Abbott

Rating

Dependable

Level

Bina has been slowly falling apart her entire life, because she has
been made to feel that her birth was the death of her mother’s
hopes. Their horribly dysfunctional relationship comes to a head
when Bina is kicked out of her home. Borrowing her mother’s
dreams of fame and fortune, she arrives at Catherine House,
a girl’s boarding house in New York City. There, no one seems
able to leave, and some of the girls resemble photographs on
the stairs from the 1920s. Soon it is up to Bina to untangle the
mystery, finding the truth that will allow her to move on with her
life.

9781616203733

With a main character so lost that she is flawed to the point of
hopelessness, the story lacks an anchor or touch point for moral
reference, making it difficult to relate to and empathize with the
situations. But feelings of unwanted freedom and brutal integrity
contrast sharply with the hopelessness, giving a poignant air to
the story and lending the plot its primary strength. Reality and
paranormal influences mingle in ways that are never clarified but
that keep a reader engaged in solving the riddle. Unfortunately,
there seems to be no backstory to keep the elements connected
in a way that would provide a satisfactory conclusion. Without a
clear theme or any level of human connection, this haunting story
ends up being somewhat disappointing.

Publisher

Mild violence, mild language

Young Adult

Pages
336

Year
2018

ISBN

Alagonquin

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2019
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Book Review

Al Capone Does My Shirts
(Tales from Alcatraz)
Author

Gennifer Choldenko

Reviewer
Jessica Bess

Rating

Dependable

Level

Intermediate,
Young Adult

Pages
288

Year
2004

ISBN

9780142403709

Publisher
Puffin Books

When Moose’s father lands a job in Alcatraz, his family is forced
to move to the home of the most infamous criminals. Moose
finds himself in trouble when he gets involved in selling Alcatraz’s
laundry service with Piper, the warden’s daughter. The warden is
furious when he finds out about their shenanigans and almost
fires Moose’s father because of it. To add to his problems, Moose
is asked to watch his sister Natalie, who has autism, after school.
As Natalie ages, the family worries that she may never get into a
school specializing in helping children with autism. Moose thinks
he knows a certain criminal on Alcatraz that could help him get
the the job done, though.
In this story that details the adventurous and sometimes difficult
life of Moose Flanagan, readers learn themes of sacrifice, family,
and integrity. Choldenko weaves together fiction with historical
fact to create an intriguing story that could have plausibly
happened in historical context. Readers who are looking for a
story describing adventures on Alcatraz might be disappointed
by the fact that the book is heavily focused on Moose’s family
issues and seems to ignore the unique setting at times. Potential
readers should be prepared to read a theme-heavy book and not
count on as much plot as might be expected from a historical
fiction novel. Despite this, readers will still finish the book with
an astounded smile on their faces as Moose’s family troubles
and odd life in Alcatraz combine to create a surprising, satisfying
conclusion.

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol40/iss9/1
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Book Review

Amazing Origami Gifts
Author
Rob Ives

Reviewer

Ashley McKenzie

Rating

Outstanding

Level

Primary, Intermediate

Pages

Once a skill exclusive to the Japanese elite, origami has now
become a widespread part of the country’s culture. Originally,
hand painted or stenciled papers were used, but today any paper
that will hold a crease is fair game. Written instructions along
with step by step pictures with arrows visually show readers how
to make a range of items including flowers, boxes and pencil
holders.
Inspiring readers to make origami creations, this book will appeal
to a wide variety of ages. Readers ages 8 and up, and maybe
even teens and adults, will find some fun crafts to make. As noted
in the title, these items are perfect to use as gifts for any parent,
grandparent, or special occasion. Add in a stack of origami paper
found at any local craft store and this would be a perfect gift by
itself.

32

Year
2019

ISBN

9781541542808

Publisher

Lerner Publishing Group

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2019
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Book Review

Animal Rescue Center:
The Porch Puppy
Author

Tina Nolan

Reviewer

Cynthia Phillips

Rating

Dependable

Level

Primary

Pages
128

Year
2018

ISBN

9781680104264

Publisher
Tiger Tales

Ella and Caleb have always wanted a dog, but their parents have
strict rules about adopting patients at their animal center. When a
border collie and her puppies are brought in for their shots, Ella is
immediately smitten with the most rambunctious pup of the litter,
Holly. The pups are already sold and are awaiting placement with
their adoptive families, but when Ella meets Holly’s new owners,
she is very concerned that they might not be a suitable family. As
Christmas rolls around, Ella is surprised to find Holly abandoned
on her porch with kennel cough. When Ella investigates further
she finds that Holly is not the only dog in danger. As the adoptive
family realizes their mistakes, Ella gets the joy of a lifetime: a
puppy for Christmas.
The characters in this book are well developed and the
illustrations are inviting and descriptive. However, the overall plot
construction and context of the characters casts a family as the
villains when they really may not be that bad. Even though her
parents are against adopting animals and the puppy is claimed,
Ella is constantly judging Holly’s new owners, even before
meeting them. After the abandonment, when the adoptive family
is confronted about their neglect, Ella’s parents convince the
family to give up the animals for adoption, instead of providing
support and counsel. The ending is a bit too one-sided as Ella
celebrates her new puppy but has no concern over the family who
just gave up their own family pets. It is a disappointment that
the book leaves the reader seeing the adoptive family as the bad
guys, especially when it seems there was little effort made to help
them learn from their mistakes.

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol40/iss9/1
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Book Review

Bad Magic
Author

Pseudonymous Bosch

Illustrator
Gillbert Ford

Reviewer
Jessica Bess

Rating
Excellent

Level

Intermediate

Pages
368

Year
2014

Clay hates magic. When he spray-paints the message “Magic
sucks!” on his classroom wall, his parents decide that a proper
punishment would be to send him to a camp for troubled kids.
When Clay arrives at camp, he soon discovers there’s something
very odd about this place. He can communicate with a llama,
the camp bully Flint is playing weird tricks on him, and he sees
a ghost girl in the abandoned library. When Flint threatens to
sacrifice the ghost to the volcano to receive of its powers, Clay
ends up in a wild chase to stop him and finally discover the
mystery behind this camp.
Bosch weaves a story packed with action and mystery that keeps
readers hanging until the last page. The narrator tells the story
with a sarcastic, witty humor that will amuse older readers. When
the narrator’s identity is finally revealed at the end, it adds a new
perspective to the story that will leave readers wanting to read
the book again. Readers might be disappointed with a conclusion
that’s almost too far-fetched for even the fantasy genre, but if
they begin the story realizing that this book serves as a launch
into a series, they might be able to appreciate the conclusion.
The plot might not be as well crafted as Bosch’s Secret series,
but fans of that series will still enjoy the same humor and mystery
that made that series so successful.

ISBN

9780316320399

Publisher

Little, Brown Books for
Young Readers

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2019
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Book Review

Bloom
Author

Kevin Panetta

Illustrator

Savanna Ganucheau

Reviewer

Emma Patton

Rating

Dependable

Level

Young Adult

Pages
368

Year
2019

ISBN

9781626726413

Publisher
First Second

Ari can’t wait to leave. Working at the family bakery is all he’s ever
done, and he’s ready for a change. Ari’s friends and bandmates
want to move to Baltimore to start a music career, but Ari knows
he can’t leave his parents behind without finding someone to
help out with the struggling bakery. Luckily, he finds Hector, who
is passionate about baking and looking for something to do while
he’s taking a break from school. Hector is great in the kitchen,
fun to be around, and quick to learn the family recipes. But as Ari
spends time with Hector, his upcoming move to Baltimore seems
much less appealing. Ari realizes that moving away might not be
his dream anymore, but he’s not sure whether it’s because he
has learned to love his life or because he’s learned to love the
soft-hearted young man that he’s working beside.
Too often in young adult novels, the relationship between gay
characters focuses on the physicality of their relationship rather
than the emotional intimacy, making it mature in content and
less accessible to all readers. While there certainly is a lack of
representation for gay teenagers in the young adult genre still and
such books aim to depict exploration of sexuality from a different
perspective, it can sometimes prevent readers from noticing
the friendship between the two characters. Bloom is a romance,
but Ari and Hector’s relationship develops very gradually and
remains youthful and innocent throughout the entire book. The
book is by no means perfect. The plot line is predictable and the
characters not especially original. This type of story is one that
is written quite often. However, the artwork in this graphic novel
is absolutely gorgeous. In the places where the writing doesn’t
contribute much to the characterization or plot development, the
graphics go above and beyond accomplishing that. They are easy
to follow, uplifting, and consistently excellent.
*Contains mild language.

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol40/iss9/1
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Book Review

Booked
Author

Kwame Alexander

Reviewer

Emma Patton

Rating
Excellent

Level

Intermediate, Young Adult

Pages
336

Year
2019

ISBN

9781328596307

Publisher

HMH Books for
Young Readers

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2019

Even with all the words in the English language, sometimes it’s
difficult to know what to say. Nick loves to play soccer and doesn’t
think anything else matters. His dad uses big words and makes
Nick read the dictionary, but Nick doesn’t see the point. At school,
the librarian tries anything he can to get Nick to settle down
and read a book, but there can’t possibly be any book that’s
better than soccer. But then Nick’s life starts getting a little more
complicated. He thought his family was perfect, but his mom and
dad tell Nick that they’re going to separate. A beautiful girl named
April seems to be interested in him, but he doesn’t know how to
be smooth around her. Nick also realizes that he might not always
have soccer in his life, and so he needs to figure out who he is
when he’s off the field. As he tries to make sense of it all, Nick
finds that having the right words could come in handy, after all.
Booked is the perfect companion novel to Kwame Alexander’s
award-winning novel The Crossover, but it can also stand alone as
its own story. Where The Crossover focuses on basketball, Booked
follows a completely new character whose passion is soccer.
Booked is written in the same style as The Crossover. Both books
are composed of poems in varying styles and varying lengths.
Even with the poetry, the book still manages to maintain an
elegant narrative structure, and the plot is not difficult to follow.
In fact, the writing is very fast-paced and may be ideal for readers
with short attention spans who struggle to find books that they
enjoy. The characters in The Crossover are in the same age range
as the characters from Booked, and though they experience some
of the same issues, they also lead completely different lives, so
Booked tackles new problems within the family and at school.
Booked is a fabulous read for any personality. The reader doesn’t
need to know much about sports to feel connected to Nick and
enjoy his story.
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Book Review

Clark the Shark:
Too Many Treats
Author

Bruce Hale

Illustrator
Guy Francis

Reviewer

Kimberly Jackson

Rating

Dependable

Level

Toddler, Preschool,
Primary

Pages
32

Year

Clark the Shark can’t wait for tomorrow! He tells his classmates
and his teacher all about how his mom is going to bring his
favorite brownies to class. When he comes home the brownies
are on the counter, ready for the next day, and they look delicious.
Clark decides to test one, but one brownie soon turns into the
whole plate! When his mom comes home, she is shocked! After
Clark apologizes, he and his mom make some new brownies
and decorate them. The next day at school everyone loves the
brownies, and Clark tells them what he learned. “When you’ve
had your snack, just hold back!”
This Level 1 Beginning Reading book is perfect for children just
starting out their reading career! Clark the Shark boasts short
sentences with simple text. The book includes sharks, dessert, a
family, and a class, combining elements can be exciting, familiar,
and comforting at the same time. This Clark the Shark book
belongs to a collection, which may be attractive to young children
who click with the fishy protagonist, as well as to their parents in
helping their children find new books to read. Clark can also help
young children learn about conflict resolution by showing how to
navigate a tough conversation with his mom. This book is a great
beginner’s read.

2019

ISBN

9780062279163

Publisher

HarperCollins Publishers

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol40/iss9/1
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Book Review

Con Academy
Author

Joe Schreiber

Reviewer

Jessica Mellor

Rating
Excellent

Level

Intermediate, Young Adult

Pages
236

Year
2015

ISBN

9780544320208

Publisher

Houghton Mifflin
Harcourt

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2019

Will Shea is a scholarship child from a tiny island who is lucky
enough to be able to come to one of the nation’s most exclusive
schools—at least that’s what he tells everyone. Will is actually a
con artist. It’s not too long before he runs into Andrea Dufresne,
another scholarship student with a similar background…and a
con artist herself. The school isn’t big enough for the two of them,
so they decide to start up a little wager. Whoever can con the
mark out of fifty thousand dollars by Thanksgiving wins and can
stay at the school. This school has a lot more secrets than it can
hold and it’s only a matter of time before they start spilling out.
Con Academy actually has a lot more depth than may be
expected. There are so many different plots and secrets going on
at the same time that by the end readers may feel like the book
is a detective show in the making, especially with the plot twist at
the end. There are a couple of romantic interests, but they aren’t
overplayed, and it’s refreshing that the main characters don’t end
up together. There is no language, and the text instead focuses
on the brilliantly complex story line. There is still a good theme
about redemption and actually being a good person, even though
the book is about being a con artist. And yes, perhaps things
up a little too perfectly at the end, but overall this book is still
satisfying.
*Contains mild violence, mild substance abuse, and mild sexual
content.
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Book Review

Crayola Concepts: The
Crayola Patterns Book
Author

Mari Schun

Illustrator
Mari Schun

Reviewer

Haley Singleton

Rating

Outstanding

Level

The Crayola Patterns Book helps readers explore the different
repeating patterns that surround them daily. From the polka
dots on a raincoat to the stripes on a zebra, this book covers
different types of patterns and the places that they can be found.
Repeating shapes, lines, and colors be found everywhere, from
the designs in buildings to the clothing a child is wearing to the
animals that live outside.
This book is a bright, vibrant way to explore patterns. The text is
easy to understand and quick to read, making this book most
appropriate for toddlers up through children in kindergarten
or first grade. The photos are interesting and bright and will
help children stay engaged while they visualize what is being
discussed. With a quick pace that covers information rapidly and
effectively, this book is a great resource for teaching patterns.

Toddler, Preschool

Pages
24

Year
2017

ISBN

9781512455700

Publisher

Lerner Publications

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol40/iss9/1
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Book Review

Curious George
Goes Swimming
Creator

Margret & H. A. Rey

Author

Alessandra Preziosi

Illustrator

Mary O’Keefe Young

Reviewer
Krista Alletto

Rating
Excellent

Level

Toddler, Preschool

Pages

George and the man with the yellow hat head to the local pool
for some fun on a warm summer day. George quickly becomes
educated by the lifeguard about all the pool rules—no running,
no splashing, no food, etc. George also becomes acquainted
with a new friend, Lucy, who has recently learned to swim and is
nervous to give it a go. George tries to make her feel more at ease
by getting her an ice cream treat. When George’s ice cream falls
in the pool, Lucy bravely dives down to retrieve it, and discovers
her abilities as a swimmer. George and Lucy both enjoy their ice
cream and their new friendship.
Curious George Goes Swimming is a great book for young
readers. Most kids remember learning to swim and trying to be
comfortable in and around a swimming pool. This book speaks
directly to those issues, making it a relatable and relevant book
for most children. This book follows the format and storyline
as most other Curious George books, with a new adventure, a
monkey-incited dilemma, and a resolution that saves George from
trouble. The illustrations follow the pattern of previous Curious
George books as well, and depict the story very clearly and
colorfully.

24

Year
2019

ISBN

9781328973115

Publisher

Houghton Mifflin
Harcourt

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2019
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Book Review

Dear Boy,
Author

Paris Rosenthal and
Jack Rosenthal

Illustrator
Holly Hatam

Reviewer
Krista Alletto

Rating
Excellent

Level

Preschool, Primary

Dear Boy is told from the perspective of a parent, guardian, or
other loved one to a young boy and offers a series of simple,
sentimental, and guiding messages to encourage social,
academic, physical, and emotional health. The messages touch
on honesty, kindness, inclusiveness, grit, self-confidence, and
perseverance. The final piece of wisdom is that the parent (or
loved one) is always there to offer love and support.
Dear Boy is a great conversation starter for children ages four
to eight on topics of character and integrity. Each page includes
advice and messages related to healthy bodies, healthy minds,
and healthy relationships and can act as launching-off points
for more in-depth discussions with children for the transmission
of character and values. The book contains a good variety of
illustrations ranging from colorful, full-spread illustrations to
simple graphics. The tone of the book is positive and uplifting and
the perfect addition to a home or classroom library.

Pages
40

Year
2019

ISBN

9780062422514

Publisher
Harper

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol40/iss9/1
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Book Review

Delilah Dirk and the
Pillars of Hercules
Author
Tony Cliff

Illustrator
Tony Cliff

Reviewer
Jana Carter

Rating

Dependable

Level

Intermediate

Pages
247

Year
2018

ISBN

9781626728042

Delilah Dirk is no ordinary lady. Travelling through Turkey, she and
her friend Selim come to the aid of some friends looking for safe
harbor from a storm. Unfortunately, the tyrant Kucuk, leader of
the local town, wants nothing to do with them. Delilah forms a
plan, but in the process makes an enemy of Kucuk. Thus begins
a “cat and mouse” chase and treasure hunt! Both sides try to
outwit the other as they cross countries to be the first to find all of
the pieces to unlock the keys of an ancient long-lost city. Delilah
has some tricks up her sleeve though, and Kucuk discovers that
she’s not quite the genteel lady that she seems.
Delilah is witty, crafty, cunning and fierce, and makes a strong
role model for young preteen girls. She shows readers that it’s a
good thing to be female and strong. Even when discounted by her
male counterparts, she is not afraid to be herself. Throughout the
book, the author gives Delilah and her group problems to solve,
and her ideas always turn out to be the best. The careful detail
with which the illustrator crafts the pictures of this graphic novel
is obvious. The scenes are portrayed in a way that makes it easy
to visualize the area and feel part of it. Despite the detail, it can
be a bit confusing to follow along with the action sequences in the
story line. At times, words are sparse, and it becomes necessary
to study the images to determine the order of events. Overall,
however, Tony Cliff delivers a story that is engaging and fun to
read.

Publisher
First Second

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2019
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Book Review

Dinosaur Predators
on the Plain
Author

Paul Mason

Illustrator

Andre Leonard

Reviewer
Laura Dekle

Rating
Excellent

Level

Primary, Intermediate

Pages

Did you know that Utahsaurs are assumed to have died in
quicksand in Utah? This book is one in a series about dinosaurs
from different environments. It explains characteristics of plain
dinosaurs and goes through two different types of dinosaur at
a time, pitting them against each other on opposite pages and
explaining their advantages and disadvantages in a hypothetical
fight through facts and assumptions made by paleontologists.
After the main text, there are pages of extra facts and answers to
commonly-asked questions that dinosaur fans will enjoy.
The organization of this book’s content is predictable and
understandable. It includes large drawings of the dinosaurs, as
well as a profile of each dinosaur in comparison to a full-grown
human for scale. The book is full of facts, both in paragraph
form and in list form. It also includes captions, labels, a table of
contents, a glossary, and an index. This book would be beneficial
for readers who are passionate about dinosaurs, or would be
helpful for readers learning to do research.

32

Year
2019

ISBN

9781541501010

Publisher

Hungry Tomato Ltd.

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol40/iss9/1
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Book Review

Don’t Fail Me Now
Author

Una LaMarche

Reviewer

Amanda Morgan

Rating

Outstanding

Level

Young Adult

Pages
273

Year
2015

ISBN

9781595148179

Publisher
Razorbill

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2019

When Michelle’s mom is arrested again, the only person Michelle
can trust is herself. Normally, Michelle and her siblings would
stay with their grumpy Aunt Sam until they can pay her Mom’s
bail, but now, Sam insists they pay rent. At work the next day,
a boy tells Michelle that her estranged father, Buck, is dying in
California and has something valuable for her. However, there is a
catch: if she decides to see him, she has to take the boy and his
stepsister, who is the illegitimate child of Buck, with her. So, two
fancy white kids and three poor black kids run away to California.
With minimal money, they are fugitives who don’t always get
along. But even though it’s a struggle, it is worth it, and at the end
of their journey, Michelle learns that not everyone will fail her.
This is an amazing novel about trust. The characters are brought
to life with their real and relevant struggles that show that, even
within challenges, there is hope. While the story line may seem
a bit implausible, the text runs smoothly from one important
event to the next, making the plot completely believable. There
is also a bit of romance, adding to the thrill of the already very
exciting story line. The only downfall of the book is that there
are some contradictions. For example, the “tooth fairy” owes
Michelle’s little brother quarters, but then she gives him a dollar
to buy soda. Maybe unwise budgeting is simply one of Michelle’s
character flaws; otherwise, the book seems near flawless.
*Contains severe language, mild sexual content, and mild drug
abuse.
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Book Review

Exploring Weather:
Meteorologists at Work!
Author

Elsie Olson

Reviewer

Becky Jamieson

Rating

Dependable

Level

Primary

Pages
24

Exploring Weather: Meteorologists at Work tells about the history,
job, and tools of meteorologists. Information about one of the first
meteorologists, John Dalton, is included. Readers will learn how
meteorologists today use a variety of tools to track the weather
including a barometer, rain gauge, and thermometer. The book
explains how each of these instruments is used, and tells readers
how meteorologists make forecasts and study climate.
This book focuses on tools used in weather data collection.
While it may not be useful to teach about weather itself, it
could be used to inspire children to become weather scientists.
More examples of scientists actually using the instruments
described would have helped readers better understand what
a meteorologist does. However, the book includes a table of
contents and a glossary with definitions of important words,
which adds to its appeal.

Year
2018

ISBN

9781532112348

Publisher

Abdo Publishing

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol40/iss9/1
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Book Review

Fablehaven
Author

Brandon Mull

Reviewer

Cassidy Wells

Rating
Excellent

Level

Primary, Intermediate,
Young Adult

Pages
359

Year
2006

ISBN

9781590385814

Fablehaven is home to fairies, witches, satyrs, trolls, and many
other mystical creatures, both good and bad. Yet nobody knows
this incredible preserve exists save for the people that live on it.
That is, until Kendra and Seth are forced to spend the summer
at their grandparents’ house. They are reluctant to go, but soon
discover that their grandfather’s property is home to many
secrets and incredible beings from all over the world. When
powerful forces of evil are unleashed, it is up to Kendra and Seth
to come together to save their grandparents and the magical
world of Fablehaven.
Fablehaven may appeal to many children and teens because
of the world it is set in. At first the story takes place on just an
ordinary family farm, but soon the reader realizes that things are
not as they appear. Throughout the book, the author peels back
layers to reveal a magical and mystical world beyond the farm.
The characters also go through an evolution during the story. At
the beginning of the book, Kendra and Seth begrudgingly go to
spend the summer with their grandparents and cannot seem
to get along. As the siblings encounter many magical creatures
along the way that bring with them a multitude of problems, they
must learn how much they need each other to survive. The theme
of courage ties the whole book together and teaches young
children to be brave no matter what life may hold.

Publisher

Shadow Mountain

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2019
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Book Review

Feelings Matter:
Feeling Scared
Author

Rosalyn Clark

Illustrator
Rosalyn Clark

Reviewer
Carly Atchley

Rating
Excellent

Level

Preschool

Pages
24

Year

What does it mean to feel scared, and when does it happen? It
could be climbing to tall heights on the playground, being in a
big crowd, or starting your first day at a new school. When we
feel scared, our hearts may beat fast or we may feel as though
we want to run and hide, but this is normal. In fact, our friends
may have some of the same fears that we do! Talking to a trusted
friend or adult about our fears can help us to stay calm, even
when we might be afraid.
Feeling Scared is a helpful way for parents or teachers to explain
the basic feeling of fear to young children. With descriptive
pictures and examples, it simply describes what fear looks
like and how it can make us feel. The book also provides
interactive questions, a picture quiz, and an illustrated glossary
that can assist parents and teachers in starting important
conversations on fear. Finally, Feeling Scared offers solutions to
our physiological reactions to being afraid: taking a deep breath,
asking a friend for help, or talking to a trusted adult. Due to the
simplistic nature of this book, it should be used with very young
children that are starting to learn how to understand and control
their emotions.

2018

ISBN

9781512433692

Publisher

Lerner Publications

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol40/iss9/1
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Book Review

Firehouse!
Author

Mark Teague

Illustrator
Mark Teague

Reviewer
Jana Carter

Rating
Excellent

Level

Preschool

Pages
30

Year
2017

ISBN

Edward and his friend Judy have the chance to find out what
it’s like to be firefighters when they spend an exciting day at the
firehouse. They participate in several fun activities as they learn
all about the job. As the firefighters practice a fire drill, Edward
realizes how demanding the life of a firefighter can be. When
Edward gets into a bit of trouble, he’s the one who needs help
from those with more experience. But later in the day, he proves
that he’s learned his lesson when he helps to rescue a stranded
cat. After such an exciting day, everyone celebrates Edward’s
success.
Mark Teague has created an interesting and engaging way to
learn about firefighters. The characters in the story are all dogs,
adding a whimsical feel to the illustrations. In addition to the
story, the reader finds prompts on each page to delve further
into the main ideas. Questions encouraging the reader to count,
identify opposites, and self-reflect are some of the dynamic ways
the author involves the reader. Personal questions on each page
also assist preschoolers in better understanding the story line.
As the story unfolds, readers can learn the same lessons as
Edward when he discovers that sometimes we need help and
that improvement comes with practice. The book ends with more
activities to continue learning and offers different ways to use the
book.

9781338181593

Publisher

Scholastic, Inc.

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2019
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Book Review

Flora and Ulysses: The
Illuminated Adventures
Author

Kate DiCamillo

Illustrator

K.G. Campbell

Reviewer
Jessica Bess

Rating

Outstanding

Level

Primary, Intermediate

Pages
231

Year
2013

ISBN

When Flora witnesses a tragic accident involving a squirrel and
a vacuum, her adventure begins. Enter Ulysses—a superhero
squirrel who can lift heavy objects, fly, and type poetry. Flora’s
mother is not happy when her already-odd daughter has brought
home a squirrel as a “friend” and orders her ex-husband to get
rid of the squirrel. On an outing with her father, Flora’s father
develops a liking for Ulysses as he saves him from a crazy cat and
causes a ruckus in the diner. Flora’s mother is left with no choice
but to kidnap Ulysses, leaving Flora and her father to embark on
a rescue mission.
Flora and Ulysses is a heartwarming story that tackles difficult
themes of family, love, and finding happiness in a sometimes
dull life. Whether readers can personally relate to divorce or not,
all readers can still relate to Flora’s frustrations of not having
a perfect family. As Ulysses leads her on a crazy adventure,
Flora learns to open up her heart and love her far-from-perfect
family. Readers can’t help but empathize with Flora and will find
themselves cheering her on as they watch her grow up and learn
how to find happiness in her life. The fast-paced adventure is told
through text and graphic novel scenes that pull readers into the
action and keep them engaged throughout the story. The bizarre
plot and odd characters might not appeal to all readers but
definitely create a story unlike any that readers have read before.

9780763687649

Publisher
Candlewick

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol40/iss9/1
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Book Review

The Rizzlerunk Club:
Best Buds Under Frogs
Author

Leslie Patricelli

Illustrator

Leslie Patricelli

Reviewer
Aubrey Parry

Rating
Excellent

Level

Intermediate

Pages
275

Year
2018

ISBN

9780763651046

Publisher

Lily knows she’s doomed to a life with no friends when she throws
up in front of everyone at recess. That’s why she’s surprised when
she begins to like Darby, the very girl who made fun of her every
day in class. Soon, the two become best friends and create their
own club, the Rizzlerunk Club, named after the captain of a ship
that sank in a nearby lake. Everything changes when Darby’s
former best friend comes back to school and gets invited to join
their club. Lily realizes the old friend is not a good influence on
either of them. She must learn to stand up for herself and say no
to bad ideas, no matter how fun they sound, while encouraging
Darby to do the same.
Best Buds Under Frogs is great for readers transitioning to
independent reading of novel-length books. Readers get the bulk
of the story from the words with very little help from pictures,
though the illustrations are fun additions to the story. Patricelli
does a wonderful job writing from Lily’s perspective, and shows
many different struggles a girl her age would go through. There
is a scene for parents to be aware of that happens when Lily and
Darby find some frogs mating and mistake them for conjoined
twin frogs. Patricelli does a wonderful job of keeping the whole
event surrounding this delicate topic light, making it a learning
experience for her characters and for readers. This book would
be a wonderful tool for helping children learn to stand up for
themselves and do the right thing, even when their friends do not.
*Contains mild sexual references

Candlewick Press

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2019
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Book Review

Who Killed
Darius Drake?
Author

Rodman Philbrick

Reviewer

Lindsey Smith

Rating

Dependable

Level

Primary, Intermediate

Pages
182

Year
2017

ISBN

A note written in blood asking “Who killed Darius Drake?” comes
from an unknown sender—but Darius Drake is actually still alive,
and he is determined to find out who is threatening him. Arthur
Bash, intimidator-for-hire, and Darius Drake, the orphaned genius,
team up to find clues and solve a decades-old mystery involving
missing diamonds. As the boys move from one clue to the next,
they encounter a series of potential suspects until the boys face
their enemy and the fight for their lives.
Suspenseful and exciting, Who Killed Darius Drake? keeps
readers on their toes with plot twists and turns. Although the
mystery is ultimately satisfying, there are places where the pieces
of the puzzle don’t quite seem to fit together. Arthur, the large-forhis-age middle-schooler who offers his services of intimidation
in return for candy bars, is really a sad and frightened kid on the
inside, and while his point of view is easy to sympathize with,
his perspective unfortunately borders on self-deprecating as
he continually refers to his size. Yet his character juxtaposed
with that of others in the book make for overall strong character
development that readers will appreciate. This fast-paced book
would be enjoyed by many kids looking for a solid mystery.

9780545789783

Publisher

The Blue Sky Press

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol40/iss9/1
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Book Review

Will You Be My Friend?
Author

Susan Lurie

Illustrator
Murray Head

Reviewer

Jessica Mellor

Rating

Outstanding

Level

Preschool

Mouse is quite shy and has trouble finding friends, so he goes on
a search for the perfect friend. Peacocks are too fancy, bees are
too busy, and hawks are too scary. But mouse gets a sudden clue
that he might already have a friend somewhere in a tree. Now he
searches all the trees for his mysterious friend. He gets not one,
but two more clues, but still can’t find this friend. Turns out he
has a friend right before his eyes, who asks him quite hurriedly if
he could be the prize.
Most pages are filled with a picture of an animal and a line like
“too grumpy” or “too many” with the occasional page that has
four lines that rhyme such as “Now leave me alone. I hate giving
advice. To anyone, really, but mostly to mice.” The variation
of sentences helps the pages to fly by and help children stay
entertained. There is also a fun little twist at the end that even
in such a short book is rather heartwarming as you see two shy
animals become friends.

Pages
29

Year
2016

ISBN

9781250046437

Publisher

Feiwel & Friends

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2019
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Book Review

You Are Enough
Author

Jen Petro-Roy

Reviewer

Emma Patton

Rating
Excellent

Level

Intermediate, Young Adult

Pages
336

Year
2019

ISBN

9781250151025

Publisher

Feiwel and Friends

In modern society, so much value is placed on appearance.
Especially during the transitional times of adolescence, with
normal body changes occurring and the pressure to perform,
fitness and diet culture create a slippery slope to obsessive
habits. In You Are Enough, the author speaks to any individual
who is struggling with their relationship with food and exercise.
Jen Petro-Roy uses her past experience suffering and then
recovering from an eating disorder to normalize this issue and
also encourage her readers to get help, regardless of the severity
or exact nature of their struggles. From this book, readers can
learn about the basics of eating disorders and the types of
treatment and support that are available. Readers can also
use the exercises and activities at the end of each chapter
to learn skills to cope with the stressors of life and challenge
negative beliefs. Though no book is an absolute replacement for
professional help, this book is an introduction to the process of
recovering from an eating disorder.
You Are Enough is simple yet hugely important. This book
manages the tricky balance of providing education about eating
disorders without teaching harmful behaviors or at all promoting
the disorders. This book is also excellent in its thoughtful use
of language and recognition of various identities. For example,
the book features quotes from individuals who are gender nonconforming, and the author identifies the speaker’s preferred
pronouns clearly and respectfully. With an analysis of body image
comes quite a few highly controversial and political issues, but
Petro-Roy does not shy away from some of the trickier topics.
Rather, she provides well-researched explanations of some of
these issues, like the flaws of using the BMI as a health metric or
the harmful effects of societal fatphobia, and includes footnotes
with sources for her claims. Though some readers could be
confused and offended by the suggestion that health is possible
at any size, she stands by her research and builds a balanced
argument. This book should be in any library for adolescents,
including in middle and high school libraries.

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol40/iss9/1
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